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Abstract 
New optimality principles are put forth based on competitive model business planning. A Generalized MinMax local 
optimum dynamic programming algorithm is presented and applied to business model computing where predictive 
techniques can determine local optima. Based on a systems model an enterprise is not viewed as the sum of its 
component elements, but the product of their interactions. The paper starts with introducing a systems approach to 
business modeling. A competitive business modeling technique, based on the author's planning techniques is 
applied. Systemic decisions are based on common organizational goals, and as such business planning and resource 
assignments should strive to satisfy higher organizational goals. It is critical to understand how different decisions 
affect and influence one another. Here, a business planning example is presented where systems thinking technique, 
using Causal Loops, are applied to complex management decisions. Predictive modeling specifics are briefed. A 
preliminary optimal game modeling technique is presented in brief with applications to innovation and R&D 
management. Conducting gap and risk analysis can assist with this process. Example application areas to e-
commerce with management simulation models are examined. 
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1 Introduction 
The paper starts with an introduction to Systems Thinking and its applications to business modeling. Systems 
thinking techniques and modeling principles are presented first. Then business planning with goals and open loop 
control based on prediction is introduced. An example of systems modeling using causal loops is presented. 
Competitive business modeling [37] is then introduced and game tree competitive learning is discussed with 
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applications to systems, goals, and models. Practical planning systems are designed by modeling the business with 
tiers. A new ‘competitive model dynamic programming technique and algorithm is introduced where the stages are 
optimized based on predictive models. Lack of an all-encompassing and holistic approach is one of the key 
contributors to organizational down fall as this can lead to over- fragmentation, cross purposes, loss of resources, 
and internal competition within organizations. Systems thinking is a paradigm and set of methodologies that allows 
individuals and organizations to adjust their mental models to a holistic view and systemic nature of relationships. 
Enterprise Planning and innovation management are interrelated when considering planning concept and associated 
models aiming to create a seamless approach to organizational coordination and cooperation. Hence, Enterprise 
Research Planning (ERP) is rooted in the systemic view of organization. This paper discusses Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) in the context of systems thinking and modeling. Corporations have to identify and specify their 
business processes before they implement an ERP system. The best way to do that is by defining how decisions are 
made in terms of planning. ERP and Experience Management (EM) are to be applied to elect supply chain policies, 
which can in part specify how the business is to operate. Applying resource planning processes business planning 
models could be developed. In applying ERP to the planning process, we might develop tactical planning models 
that plan critical resources up to sales and delivery. ERP has to select the operational planning teams that will 
manage the process. Amongst the tasks are: feasible production schedules, mapping the operational planning process 
to develop scheduling models for production and plan inventories. The planning process and ERP implement 
schedules and raise critical success factor problems to appropriate senior management. Conducting gap and risk 
analysis between functionality that will be implemented and system capability. System modeling plays an import 
role as a prerequisite for successful design of ERP systems. The ERP models presented here including multiplayer 
games draw from the author's projects. Practical systems are designed by modeling with information, rules, goals, 
strategies, and knowledge bases. Finally ERP is presented as a set of project tasks to satisfy business goals. Below is 
a schema of business planning model. Agent games applications to economics date to author’s [30]. Artificial 
adaptive agents[5], not in the exact sense as here, were applied to economic theories ever since [13,18]. More recent 
applications with agent computing have appeared in [36,37] and at least a published book [23]. The paper’s 
organization is as follows: section 1.1 starts with a business planning example, followed onto section 2 on systems 
thinking, business modeling, goals, planning, prediction, and open loop control are presented. Specific predictive 
techniques are outlined with examples. Hypotheses formation is based on data discovery. Data models and 
discovery techniques are briefed in section 5.2. Dynamic programming [2] and goal achievements are introduced 
with competitive models applications to ERP following as example area. Game trees and competitive model 
planning with agent game trees is presented. Optimal games, plans and uncertainty are examined with predictive 
model computing techniques, followed by introducing plan optimality competitive model algorithm. Specific 
examples applications are presented to select business models. The techniques are further applied to e-commerce in 
light of “management flight simulator” techniques. To compare with our techniques a basic book on the areas might 
be Fleisher,C.S. and B. Bensoussan, where Competitive intelligence practitioners, practicing managers and business 
decision makers, are addressed on how to treat Business and Competitive Analysis from transforming raw data into 
compelling, actionable business recommendations. What is called for is guidance on the analysis process, including 
defining problems, avoiding analytical pitfalls, choosing tools, and communicating results. Enterprise analysis 
techniques, Product Line, and Win/Loss Analyses, Strategic Relationships, critical success factors, driving Forces, 
Technology Forecasting, Gaming, Event/Timeline and Indications are to be examined in competitive business 
planning. The basics that our techniques consider are Business Model Analysis, SERVO Analysis, for example, 
optimality parameters, Supply Chain Management, Product Line Analysis, Win/Loss Analysis, Event and Timeline 
Analysis, Technology Forecasting, and games applications. 
 
1.1 Business Planning Example 
The following diagram is an overview to a business planning example carried onto the paper. The arrows indicate 
feedback loops and lines denote forward predictive open control loops. ERP involves games [36], open and closed 
control loops, And/Or causal trees, and splitting agent decision [31,35]. Using these tools, management processes 
can be represented by system models. A business plan has a mission statement, technical design, required resources, 
a specific product, and a market forecast. To realize the goals, enterprise resource planning (ERP), predictive 
modeling, risk analysis, and supply chain considerations are to follow. 
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Figure 1: A business planning example 
2. Systems Modeling 
Systems Thinking (ST) is a discipline for understanding complexity. This complexity underlies business, economic, 
scientific and social systems. ST has three dimensions: paradigm, language, and methodology. These dimensions are 
briefed below with further specifics that are applied in [36] as follows: Paradigm: Systems Thinking is a way of 
thinking about the world and relationships. This paradigm describes the dynamic relationships that influence the 
behavior of systems (wholes). This consists of three types of thinking: 
1. Dynamic - recognizing that the world is not static and things change constantly.͒
2. Operational Thinking - understanding the ‘physics’ of operations and how things really work and interact. 
3. Closed-Loop Thinking – recognizing that cause and effect are not linear and often the end (effect) can influence 
the means (cause). 
Language: As a language Systems Thinking provides a tool for understanding complexity and dynamic decision-
making. Systems thinking language [1]. Methodology: Systems Thinking has a set of modeling technologies 
[1,14,17]. These tools can be used to understand, measure, and predict the behavior of systems, as well as to 
facilitate and accelerate group learning. These tools are Stock and Flow Diagrams, Micro worlds (Computer 
Simulation), and Learning Laboratory. 
 
3. Planning 
The corporations need to specify how to conduct business before they implement an ERP system. The best way to 
do that is by defining how decisions are made in terms of planning. ERP and EM are to be applied to elect supply 
chain policies, which can in part specify how the business is to operate. Applying resource planning processes 
appropriate business planning models could be developed. Applying ERP to the planning process, we might develop 
tactical planning models that plan critical resources up to sales and delivery. Planning and tasking require definition 
of their respective policies and processes; and the analyses of supply chain parameters. Dynamic thinking, that the 
business world is not static, is a fundamental premise to ERP. Operational thinking is applied when planning for 
decisions based on how things really work and interact. Closed-loop thinking can be applied to control decision trees 
on ERP when feedback is necessary to carry on new plans or to set new business goals. Experience Management 
(EM) at times can assist in obtaining closed loop control or be applied to determine the scope of the project to fit 
within the resources available (including budget) and the time required and to assign responsibility. ERP has to 
select the operational planning teams that will manage the process. Amongst the tasks are: feasible production 
schedules, mapping the operational planning process to develop scheduling models for production and plan 
inventories, developing plans for building a data warehouse, Knowledge Management (KM), and interfaces to 
legacy systems. ERP involves implementation teams consisting of business representatives, functional 
representatives, IT personnel and system knowledgeable people. The planning and ERP team implement schedules 
and raise performance problems to appropriate senior management. Gap and risk analysis can be conducted to 
determine system capability. ERP and EM can be applied to determine flexibility factors to modify implementation 
plans, as specific functionality domains become critical. 
 
3.1 Goals, Predictions, and Open Loop Control 
 
Practical systems are designed by modeling with information, rules, goals, strategies, and knowledge bases. Patterns, 
schemas, and viewpoints are the ‘micros’ to aggregate information onto the data and knowledge bases, where 
masses of data and their relationships and representations are stored respectively. Forward chaining is a goal 
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satisfaction technique where inference rules are activated by data patterns, to sequentially get to a goal by applying 
the inference rules. The current pertinent rules are available at an ‘agenda’ store. The rules carried out will modify 
the database. Backward chaining is an alternative based on opportunistic response to changing information. It starts 
with the goal and looks for available premises that might be satisfied to have gotten there. Goals are objects for 
which there is automatic goal generation of missing data at the goal by recursion backward chaining on the missing 
objects as sub-goals. Data unavailability implies search for new goal discovery. Goal Directed Planning is carried 
out while planning with diagrams. That part of the plan that involves free Skolemized trees [39,40] is carried along 
with the proof tree for a plan goal. If the free proof tree is constructed then the plan has an initial model in which the 
goals are satisfied. A basis to model discovery and prediction planning is presented in (Nourani 2002) [2] and is 
briefed here. The new AI agent computing business bases defined during the last several years can be applied to 
present precise decision strategies on multiplayer games with only perfect information between agent pairs. The 
game trees are applied to improve models. The computing model is based on a novel competitive learning with 
agent multiplayer game tree planning. Specific agents are assigned to transform the models to reach goal plans 
where goals are satisfied based on competitive game tree learning. The planning applications include OR- ERP and 
EM as goal satisfibility and micro-managing ERP with means-end analysis on EP. Minimal prediction is an artificial 
intelligence technique defined since the author’s model-theoretic planning project. It is a cumulative nonmontonic 
approximation attained with completing model diagrams on what might be true in a model or knowledge base. The 
prediction techniques are the basis to ‘Open Loop’ control explained earlier (Nourani2002). 
 
3.2 Dynamic programming and Goals 
Practical planning systems are designed by modeling the business with tiers [34,41]. Patterns, schemas, AI frames 
and viewpoints are the micro to aggregate glimpses onto the database and knowledge bases were masses of data and 
their relationships-representations, respectively, are stored. Schemas and frames are what might be defined with 
objects [38], the object classes, the object class inheritances, user-defined inheritance relations, and specific 
restrictions on the object, class, or frame slot types and behaviors. A schema could be intelligent forecasting, IS-A 
stock forecasting technique, portfolios stock, bonds, corporate asset as well as Management Science techniques. 
Schemas allow brief descriptions on business object surface properties with which high level inference and 
reasoning with incomplete knowledge can be carried out by defining information and relationships amongst objects. 
Relationships: Visual Objects A and B have mutual agent visual message correspondence. Looking for patterns is a 
way some practical AI is carried to recognize important features, situations, and applicable rules. In this sense data 
patterns are akin to leaves on computing trees. 
A scheme might be Intelligent Forecasting 
IS-A Stock Forecasting Technique Portfolios Stock, bonds, corporate assets Member Management Science 
Techniques 
Dynamic Programming is as follows: Break up a complex decision problem into a Sequence of smaller decision sub 
problems. Stages: one solves decision problems one “stage” at a time. Stages often can be thought of as “time” in 
most instances. We shall present specific dynamic programming techniques and applications in the following 
sections. 
 
4. ERP and Competitive Models and Goals 
Competitive Models might be Micromanaged to access competitive goal satisfaction advantages. An example of 
competitive models will be presented via the transactional business model on the following section. Alternate 
models can be designed based on where assets, resources and responsibility are assigned; how control and 
coordination is distributed; and where the plan goals are set. Applying System as Cause - (assumptions, beliefs, 
values, etc.) and System vs. Symptom principles and quality management where root causes of a ‘problem’ should 
be identified (i.e., Cause and Effect Diagrams) is a precondition for finding lasting solutions. Time-space dynamics, 
short vs. long term and soft indicators are crucial to competitive modeling. The qualitative systems modeling 
example discussed in section 2.3 can be extended to quantitative or dynamic system modeling. However, this topic 
is beyond the scope of this paper. With dynamic modeling, 'live' simulations of real life situations can be developed 
and different scenarios can be tested under a variety of assumptions and the results can be quantitatively assessed. 
Dynamics modeling takes into account the inherent uncertainty of the real world and allows different scenarios to be 
considered concurrently. Situation-based models (known as Management Flight Simulators) are often used in a 
‘learning laboratory’ environment where management teams 'practice' hypothesized game plans and learn from 
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experimentation and error. 'Soft indicators' and 'short and long term' principles are critical in competitive learning 
situations.   
 
4.1 Games 
Game theory, e.g., [10,11,19,26] is the study of rational [19,48,] behavior in situations in which choices have a 
mutual affect to one’s business and the competitors. Example games businesses play range from price wars and 
external funding to attrition. Game theory allows you to formulate effective strategy and can help predict the 
outcome of strategic situations. Games are often represented with a payoff matrix and/or decision trees. The 
following section presents new agent game trees the author had put forth [26]. Applying game theory to business is 
tantamount to an interactive decision theory. Decisions are based on the world as given. However, the best decision 
depends on what others do, and what other do may depend on what they think you do. Hence games and decisions 
are intertwined. 
 
4.2 Splitting Agent Game Trees and Business planning 
A second stage business plan needs to specify how to assign resources with respect to the decisions, ERP plans, and 
apply that to elect supply chain policies, which can in part specify how the business is to operate. A tactical planning 
model that plan critical resources up to sales and delivery is a business planner's dream. Planning and tasking require 
definition of their respective policies and processes; and the analyses of supply chain parameters. The above are the 
key elements of a game, anticipating behavior and acquiring advantage. The players on the business planned must 
know their options, the incentives, and how do the competitors think. 
Example premises: Strategic Interactions 
 
Strategies :{ Advertise, Do Not Advertise} Payoffs:Companies’ Profits Advertising costs $ million 
 
Advertising captures $ million from competitor How can we represent this game? 
AND/OR trees (Nilsson 1969) [20,21] are game trees defined to solve a game from a player's standpoint. Formally a 
node problem is said to be solved if one of the following conditions holds.͒1. The node is the set of terminal nodes 
(primitive problem- the node has no successor).͒2. The node has AND nodes as successors and the successors are 
solved. 
3. The node has OR nodes as successors and any one of the successors are solved.͒A solution to the original 
problem is given by the sub graph of AND/OR graph sufficient to show that the node is solved. A program which 
can play a theoretically perfect game would have task like searching and AND/OR tree for a solution to a one-
person problem to a two-person game. Agent game trees were introduced by the author [31,35,36] with Agent 
AND/OR trees- an AND/OR tree where the tree branches are based on agent splitting tree decisions [31,37]. The 
branches compute a Boolean function via agents. The Boolean function is what might satisfy a goal formula on the 
tree. An intelligent AND/OR tree is solved if the corresponding Boolean functions solve the AND/OR trees named 
by intelligent functions on the trees. Thus node m might be f(a1,a2,a3) & g(b1,b2), where f and g are Boolean 
functions of three and two variables, respectively, and ai's and bi's are Boolean valued agents satisfying goal 
formulas for f and g. The agent trees are applied to satisfy goals to attain competitive models for business plans and 
ERP. 
  
The And vs. Or principle is carried out on the above trees with the System to design ERP systems and manage as 
Cause principle decisions. The agent business modeling techniques the author had introduced [25,28] apply the 
exact 'system as cause' and 'system as symptom' based on models (assumptions, values, etc.) and the 'system vs. 
symptom’ principle via tracking systems behavior with cooperating computational agent trees. The design might 
apply agents splitting trees, where splitting trees is a well-known decision tree technique. Surrogate agents are 
applied to splitting trees. The technique is based on the author’s intelligent tree project [35]. The ordinary splitting 
tree decisions is called CART developed at Berkeley and Stanford by Brieman, Friedman, Olshen, and Stone. The 
splitting agent decision trees have been developed independently by the author since 1994 at the Intelligent Tree 
Computing project. For new directions in forecasting and business planning see [27,26,42]. In [26] the author proves 
upper bounds on infinitely multiplayer games.  
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4.3 Optimal Games? 
The following team coding example might be applied as an example to plan optimal games where a project is 
managed with 5 tasks/color code. Only the players with the specific matching striped code can be assigned to a task. 
The goal is to accomplish the 5 tasks where the goal task is the rectangle with only two balls. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
      
 Figure 2. Task code optimality 
 
The competitive optimality principle is to achieve the goals minimizing costs with the specific player code rule. 
What the techniques presented here are certain bases to address how to acquire advantage in games on strategic 
moves, credibility, threats, and promises, leveraging limited rationality, and exploiting incomplete information. 
What is optimality with respect to games? Here are some areas addressed in games: How to anticipate others’ 
behavior in a game. Dominance: If never play a strategy that is always worse than another. Rationalizability: If play 
optimal given some beliefs about what others play (and what others believe). .Equilibrium: If play optimal given 
correct beliefs about others. Modelling, objectives, and planning issues are examined with agent planning and 
competitive models. Model discovery and prediction is applied to compare models and get specific confidence 
intervals to supply to goal formulas. Competitive model learning is based on the new agent computing theories we 
have defined since 1994. The foundations are applied to present precise decision strategies on multiplayer games 
with only perfect information between agent pairs. The game tree model is applied to train models. The computing 
model is based on a novel competitive learning with agent multiplayer game tree planning. For example, when 
arranging team playing, there are many permutations on where the players are positioned. Every specific player 
arrangement is a competitive model. There is a specific arrangement that does best in a specific game. What model 
is best can be determined with agent player competitive model learning. Specific agents are assigned to transform 
the models to reach goal plans where goals are satisfied based on competitive game tree learning. Intelligent and/or 
trees and means-end analysis is applied with agents as the hidden –step computations. A novel multiplayer game 
model is presented where “intelligent” agent enriched languages can be applied to address game questions on 
models in the mathematical logic sense. 
 
The author has applied game tree planning as a basis to modeling prediction and intent. Applications range from 
designing complex control systems, to business modeling, economic games, and enterprise resource planning [37]. 
For intent inference, decision support for teams facing intelligent opponents is limited in their utility without 
planning systems which can encompass adversary goals and actions. Thus, modeling asymmetric multiplayer 
competitive games is a key capability to intent inference. The models presented are robust and encompass complex 
multiple operators. Collaborative agents which have opened new avenues in modeling and implementing teams of 
cooperative agents are ingredients to specific application modeling, for example ERP presented in the author's 
projects. The development of intent-aware decision support for multi- operator complex systems is facilitated with 
the competitive models multivalent decision tree computing techniques in the author’s projects since 1994. Business 
planning optimization is a non-linear programming problem, while specific task goals on an ERP assignment are 
dynamic programming problems with integer programming sub problems. Maximize profits given specific 
investments and a macro ERP statement without specific tasking costs and pre specified/task optima. A non-linear 
program is permitted to have non-linear constraints or objectives. Portfolio Selection Example: When trying to 
design financial portfolio investors seek to simultaneously minimize risk and maximize return. Risk is often 
measured as the variance of the total return, a nonlinear function. Methods are commonly used: 
 
5 Plans and Uncertainty 
Modeling with agent planning is applied where uncertainty is relegated to agents, where competitive learning on 
game trees determines a confidence interval. The incomplete knowledge modeling is treated with KR on predictive 
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model diagrams. Model discovery at KB's are with specific techniques defined for trees. Model diagrams allow us to 
model-theoretically characterize incomplete KR (knowledge representation). To key into the incomplete knowledge 
base we apply generalized predictive diagrams whereby specified diagram functions a search engine can select onto 
localized data fields. The predictive model diagrams (Nourani 1995) could be minimally represented by the set of 
functions {f1,...,fn} that inductively define the model. Data discovery from KR on diagrams might be viewed as 
satisfying a goal by getting at relevant data which instantiates a goal. The goal formula states what relevant data is 
sought. Diagrams are well-known concepts in mathematical logic and model theory. The diagram of a structure is 
the set of atomic and negated atomic sentences that are true in that structure. Knowledge representation (KR) has 
two significant roles: to define a model for the world, and to provide a basis for reasoning techniques to get at 
implicit knowledge. An ordinary diagram is the set of atomic and negated atomic sentences that are true in a model. 
Generic diagrams are diagrams definable by a minimal set of functions such that everything else in the models 
closure can be inferred by a minimal set of terms defining the model. Thus providing a minimal characterization of 
models, and a minimal set of atomic sentences on which all other atomic sentences depend. A formalization of 
problem solving knowledge (we refer to it from now on with the term: theory) is not independently true. Neither is a 
consequence inferred from a theory true independently. The sets of sentences defining a theory are only true with 
respect to a certain world. That world is called a model. 
 
5.1 Prediction and Discovery 
Minimal prediction is an artificial intelligence technique defined in the author’s model-theoretic ‘planning and 
deduction with free proof trees’ project around 1992-93 at TU Berlin. It is a cumulative nonmontonic approximation 
attained with completing model diagrams on what might be true in a model or knowledge base. A predictive 
diagram for a theory T is a diagram D (M), where M is a model for T, and for any formula q in M, either the 
function f: q ė {0,1} is defined, or there exists a formula p in D(M), such that T U {p} proves q; or that T proves q 
by minimal prediction. Prediction involves constructing hypotheses, where each hypothesis is a set of atomic 
literals; such that when some particular theory T is augmented with the hypothesis, it entails the set of goal literals 
G. The hypotheses must be a subset of a set of ground atomic predictable. The logical theory augmented with the 
hypothesis must be proved consistent with the model diagram. Prediction is minimal when the hypothesis sets are 
the minimal such sets. A generalized predictive diagram is a predictive diagram with D (M) defined from a minimal 
set of functions. The predictive diagram could be minimally represented by a set of functions {f1,...,fn} that 
inductively define the model. The free trees we had defined by the notion of provability implied by the definition, 
could consist of some extra Skolem functions {g1,...,gl} that appear at free trees. The f terms and g terms, tree 
congruencies, and predictive diagrams then characterize partial deduction with free trees. Prediction involves 
constructing hypotheses, where each hypothesis is a set of atomic literals ƒi; such that when some particular theory 
T is augmented with ƒi, it entails the set of goal literals G, i.e. T U ƒi logically implies G, written Хi ́ G 
(Shoenfield 1967) [49] . Хi must be a subset of a set of ground atomic predictables A. It addition we must ensure T 
U Хi is consistent. The set of all possible hypotheses is Х= {Хi}. Prediction is minimal when the Хi are the minimal 
such sets. The hypotheses are derived from the discovery data carried on the specific domain. 
From section 3.2 a scheme example is as follows: Intelligent Forecasting IS-A Stock Forecasting Technique͒
Portfolios Stock, bonds, corporate assets͒Member Management Science Techniques 
We consider models as Worlds at which the alleged theorems and truths are valid for the world. Models uphold to a 
deductive closure of the axioms modeled and some rules of inference, depending on the theory. By the definition of 
a diagram they are a set of atomic and negated atomic sentences, and can thus be considered as a basis for a model, 
provided we can by algebraic extension, define the truth value of arbitrary formulas instantiated with arbitrary terms. 
A theory for the world reasoned and model is based on axioms and deduction rules for example, a first order logical 
theory. The above scheme with the basic logical rules, can form a basic theory T͒to reason about a stock forecasting 
technique. To do predictive analysis we add hypotheses, for͒example, the atomic literals based on the following: 
p1. Asset (Stocks)͒p2. Stock (x) ė Asset (x) p3. S&P500 (x) ė Stock (x) 
From the definitions a predictive diagram for a theory T is a diagram D[M], where M is a model for T,͒and for any 
formula q in M, either the function f: q ė {0,1} is defined, or there exists a formula p in D[M], such that T U {p} 
proves q; or that T proves q by minimal prediction. The predictive diagram for T is constructed starting with p1 
=True, p2(f) = true for f ranging over stock symbols, p3 is true for all x=f, where f is a stock symbols in S&P500. 
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To predict if the stock f is due to increase in value might be inferred with a predictive diagram that includes 
hypothesis p3 on the stock symbol and that the average value of S&P500 is due to increase based on the stocks on 
the specific sector. For example, a predicate p4 that stock symbol f1 is in Sector S1 and the sector S1 is due an 
increase. 
New hypothesis: let ė be the logical implication symbol p4 . stock (f1) ė S1(f)͒p5. S1(x) ė 25 % increase 
average value (x) Thus T U p5 ́ increase value (f), i.e. the stock symbol f is predicted to appreciate. 
Example forecasting theory T based on the above is as follows. Defaults Ω : possible hypotheses, that we accept as 
part of a forecast and observations φ which are to be reconciled. An observation g є φ is reconcilable if there exits 
ground hypotheses γ ك Ω such that: 1. T U γ́ g and͒2. T U γ Is consistent. The author’s publications [39,43] have 
proved that a set of first order observations φ is reconcilable with the model iff there exists a predictive diagram for 
the logical consequences to φ. 
 
5.2 Data Discovery and Data Models 
Business intelligence interfaces [34,41] might apply automated learning and discovery--often called data mining 
[29,34], machine learning, or advanced data analysis has new interface relevance. There are obvious financial and 
organizational memory [34,50] applications applied at times in our projects. E- Commerce, e-business, trust, 
trustworthiness, usability, Human-Computer Interaction, cognitive ergonomics, user interface design, ease of use, 
interaction design, and online marketing, are the business user modeling issues the paper addresses. Financial 
companies have begun to analyze their customers' behavior in order to maximize the effectiveness of marketing 
efforts. There are routine applications to data discovery techniques with intelligence databases. Management process 
controls at times calls on warehoused data and relies on organizational memory to reach decision. Recent research 
has led to progress, both in the type methods that are available, and in the understanding of their characteristics. The 
broad topic of automated learning [34,47] and discovery is inherently cross-disciplinary in nature. As there is 
increased reliance on visual data and active visual databases on presenting and storing organizational structures, via 
the internet and the WWW, the role of data discovery and intelligent multimedia active databases become essential. 
Knowledge management- KM and organizational memory OM are areas where model discovery with active 
Intelligent Databases applying predictive logic [40,43]. 
 
5.3 The Plan Optimality Principle 
Goal is satisfied with as a dynamic programming problem where at each decision point a local optimum model is 
chosen based on non-linear cost criteria. Let us stage a dynamic macro programming model where the micro stages 
are local optimization problems on their own right as follows. 
The LocalMin-Dynamic Model Computing Algorithm͒Let the start state be S0 and SF be the goal state.͒A model is 
feasible if it satisfies the basic business goals at a stage. For example, meets cost budgets, and assigned resources to 
accomplish tasks at that stage.͒Models M1,...,Mn at stage Sk are competitive feasible models with respect to which 
and a non-linear cost criterion a local optimum is computed with the following algorithm. 
State S0͒Initial state: Capital, budgets, and expenses, projected profits based on a static business plan. Start from the 
projected goal state SF 
Apply the non-linear cost criterion which is based on computing business model where with respect to computing 
confidence intervals to select a model that satisfies the local business goals based on a time period, e.g., a quarter 
performance, to take back state SF-1 
Iterate to reach an optimum state S0 
Minimal prediction is applied from the preceding sections to select minimum cost models based on uncertainty. 
There may be several local optimal models. Let x be a feasible solution, then –x is a global max if f(x) =f(y) for 
every feasible y. –x is a local max if f(x) = f(y) for every feasibly sufficiently close to x (i.e. xj-e = yj=xj+ e for all j 
and some small e).  
 
5.4 Example Optimal Model 
Minimize Non-linear cost criteria cost = capital - earnings - (quarter expenses) Projected goal state SF Annual gross 
1/2 M͒Must select models that minimize cost criteria and have at least 1⁄2 M annual gross 
Compute K for M1-M4: 
Select model for SF-1 
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State SF-1 takes model M2 so that the new capital is 612,500 
State SF-2 takes model M3 with a new capital 312500 
State SF-3 takes M3, where the feasibility limit is reached for the alternate models. The optimal models that are used 
at each stage are M2,M3,M3. The optimal model to use is M3. 
 
6. Conclusions   
A Generalized MinMax local optimum dynamic programming algorithm was presented and applied to business 
model computing where predictive techniques can determine local optima. Specific business planning and EC area 
applications were introduced. Planning, goals, prediction schemes and open loop control principles are stated on a 
new daymaic programming algorithm. ERP is modeled contemplated and examined. The competitive optimality 
principle is to achieve the goals minimizing costs with the specific player code rule. What the techniques presented 
here accomplish are certain bases to techniques that can allow us to acquire advantage in games on strategic moves 
[7]. The benefits to the businsess practice is to have practical optimal business plans, for example,ERP specifics, and 
practical predictive and realized with competitive models, learning agents, and goals. Splitting agent game trees are 
introduced and applied. Optimal games are modeling techniques, to name a few. Model discovery and prediction is 
applied to compare models and get specific confidence intervals to supply to goal formulas. Competitive model 
learning is based on the new agent computing theories the author defined since ECAI 1994. The foundations are 
applied to present precise decision strategies on multiplayer games with only perfect information between agent 
pairs. The game tree model is applied to train models. The computing model is based on a novel competitive 
learning with agent multiplayer game tree planning. Specific predictive applications and optimization models were 
presented. Modeling with agent planning is applied where uncertainty is relegated to agents, where competitive 
learning on game trees determines a move. The incomplete knowledge modeling is treated on predictive model 
diagrams but the exact realization takes considerable development with domain specific problem areas to address. 
There are new practical and theoretical areas the can benefit from further research. The competitive modeling area 
has to be further developed to tune the specific variables and parameters. Game applications to optimal plans are 
further areas that deserve considerable research. A full treatment is beyond the scope of the specific exposition here. 
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